
I have the honour to enclose herewith n cop?j of the resolution adopted by 
the Twelfth Arab Summit Conference on 25 :'~Iovembw 1981, in Fez, Morocco, regarding 
the situation in Lebanon. 

I request that this resolution be circulated as a dccument of the SeCUritY 
Council. 

(Signed) G'nassan TUk 
Ambassador 

Permanent Representative 

m-34.359 I . . . 



Tvel:Fth Arab Summit Confex~~ -----I ._.__....^, ,- 

Resolution on Lebanon 

25 I;ovelzlber 1981 - ..,. -_-- . ..--- .._ 

:oncerned for t'ne territorial in-tegrity and unity of Lebanon, 

And. in order to ensure stability in South Lebanon, and thenceforth, in the -I------ .._ 
whole r&on, 

And, further in its desire to contribute to endiw the tragedy suffered by 9.--_--_^- _..,. - _-,. ~-,,.-__ -... -_ 
the people of the South, 

In conforktv rrith the Drevious resolutions of Arab Summit Conferences, and -A--..- 
in particular, resolutions of the Ten~th Arab Summit Conference., held in Tunisia, 
which affirmed i,hat the problem of South Lebanon is as much an Arab as it is a 
Lebanese responsibility, 

Considering the increasing dangers which confront South Lebanon, and which 
do not threat;;--Lebanon alone, but also reach beyond Lebanon to imperil all Arab 
States, the Palestine Question, and the entire region, 

C&&zant or the fa,ct that addressing the question of South Lebeaon 
constitutes one of the approaches to settling the Lebanese crisis as a whole, 

THE COlV'U?CNCE RESOLVES: ----__,-.--__ 

To elaborate a comprehensive Arab strategy to prevent Israeli ag(;ression, and 
to envisage the means of countering sucl- aqqession, should it occur, especially 
in South Lebanon. This strategy should include, in particular, the followin 
measures and dispositions: 

1) The exercise of political, diplomatic, and economic pressures on all 
States which sup:port or influence Israel, particularly the United States of 
America, to deter Israel from aggression and compel it to respect international 
decisions and the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon. 

2) The exertion of every possible pressure to briny, the United mations 
Security Council to implement fully resolution 425 (15178)~ and the ensuing 
resolutions, including the total i~rithdraval of Israel to the internationally 
recognized boundaries of Lebanon, so that the South will be under the exclusive 
authority of the Lebanese State, as a zone of peace and stability. Every necessary 

/ . . . 



and :possible measure shall be taken by the representatives of the Arab Governments 
at the Unit4 ktions to elaborate a :pro~ram*e for the implementation of the 
Security Council resolutions concerning South Lebanon, and to consolidate the 
present ceasefire. 

3) The necessity for every Arab State to particigxte in shoulderin:? the 
burdens of this strategy in all fields ~. exh State according, to its .mans and 
capabilities, iii or&r to bring an end to the oqoinr; v&r of attrition nov waged 
by the Israeli enemy against Lebamn. 

SECOND --- 

To commission a worltine !:roup from the States participating in this 
Conferellce) in conjunction with the Secretary-General of the League of Arab States, 
to prepare a draft yxposa:t for this sti"ategy, to be submitted to the Council 
of the League of Arab States at its next regular session, which mus~t be on the 
i5nisterial level. 

'TRIED 

To support the Lebanese Government's efforts to &ply the Lebanese Army in 
the South, enabling it to carry out its national responsibilities, and to extend 
the assistsnce required, so that Lebanon could reinforce its capability to bear 
the burdens that will result from restoring to normalcy all State administrative 
organs, and civil and military institutions, and their return to the full exercise 
of their authorities and functions, especially in the South. 

To rea-ffirn the necessity of imnplmentin:; the fourth resolution of the Tenth 
Arab Summit Conference (held in Tunis), which determined the financial assistance 
to be provided for the reconstruction of Lebanon. 

IWJRTH 

To continue to observe and to be committed to the contents of resolution 490 
of the United Fations Security Council. 


